
Last Week This Week: 6-26-16
(Brexit and Michael Herr)
Since the last time we conducted a wrapup, the following has
occurred: NATO finished the largest joint exercises in over a
decade, England voted to leave the EU, personal hero to all
WBTers (and creative non-fiction pioneer) Michael Herr passed
away, and Bernie Sanders pledged to vote for Hillary Clinton,
which some had feared would not be the case. For your reading
edification:

Michael Carson's essay about Michael Herr, published first in
2014:  https://www.wrath-bearingtree.com/2014/02/michael-herrs-
teenage-wasteland/

Adrian  Bonenberger's  final  dispatch  from  Dragoon  Ride  and
Anaconda,  the  US  military's  slice  of  the  joint  NATO
exercises–sadly pro-EU and pro-NATO (given England's decision
to  exit  the
agreement):  http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/06/21/dragoon-ride-6
-what-eastern-europeans-say-as-they-watch-the-u-s-and-german-
militaries-head-toward-russia/

Brexit: a tragic split that undermines decades of progress in
erasing the national rivalries between European powers, nearly
culminating in the end of the world during World War II (which
was  concluded  with  the  detonation  of  atomic  weapons).
Persepective from The Economist, a magazine that has spent
years vilifying the EU and deriding the Euro as a viable
currancy and now, now that it's really happened, seems to be
feeling  slightly  differently  about
things  http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21701265-how-mini
mise-damage-britains-senseless-self-inflicted-blow-tragic-
split

Is a simple majority a high enough bar for important decisions
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in democracies, such as the Brexit vote? This article argues
not, especially considering that low voter turnout means that
only a third or so of voters generally decide things for the
whole
country.  https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/brexit-d
emocratic-failure-for-uk-by-kenneth-rogoff-2016-06

 

As if the Brexit vote wasn't bad enough for political reasons,
it also empowers the type of "leader" who think protecting the
environment  and  addressing  climate  change  is  a  waste  of
time.  https://www.theguardian.com/environment/damian-carringto
n-blog/2016/jun/24/uks-out-vote-is-a-red-alert-for-the-
environment

 

Is the Brexit victory a good sign for Trump? Probably not. htt
p://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/politics/2016/06/
embattled_whiteness_gave_us_brexit_it_won_t_give_us_president_
trump.html
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